
CARLETON CONDOMINIUM CORPORATION No. 408

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING

July 19, 2022

Minutes of the Board of Directors meeting of the Carleton Condominium Corporation No. 408
held by video conference.

Present: Danielle Glazebrook, President

Seymour Diener, Treasurer

Edmundo Nunes, Director at Large

Eva Kwiatkowski, Director at Large

Nadia Freeman, Vice President of Operations (CIPM)

Anna Opera, Property Manager (CIPM)

CALL TO ORDER
Seymour (presiding for Danielle) called the meeting to order at 6:32 p.m. It was noted that
quorum was met. The meeting was not recorded this time, as there were technological
difficulties.

In opening comments, Anna noted that she would like to start fresh and put the last couple of
months behind us. Anna will send regular updates and all quotes (nothing will be approved
without board approval). If possible, please limit the number of emails to Anna; only email Anna
if the board needs her to action something right away. Anna also noted that all notices are
drafted by her assistants; for now, all notices will be sent to the board for approval before they
are sent out to unit owners.

Declaration of COI. No declarations.

Approval of agenda. Ed approved, as did Eva and Seymour.

Review of Outstanding Action Items

Notice to all owners with an apology for slow response time on requests and an introduction to
the new property manager. Done. No comments.

CondoWorks. The link is in the management report.



ACTION: Danielle or Ed to show Seymour the process of approving invoices in the system.

Godfrey roofing invoice. Approved and paid. [Anna noted that all approved/completed items
will be removed from the report going forward.]

Insurance info re storm damage. The board hasn’t received anything regarding this. Last we
heard, Sarah had sent something to the insurance and we were waiting to hear back. Anna
shared that this is ongoing, as we have two invoices that need to be separated for the
insurance claim. No official claim has been filed yet. Anna has reached out to Jason with the
insurance company, who is on stand-by waiting to receive the information. Once Anna has all
of the necessary information, she will send it to Jason and the board. The board might receive
an update next week. What is our deductible? $5000. Should we expect to get an insurance
increase next year? Anna thinks it would be a very small increase, based on experience on
other condos, but we first need to look at the claim.

Code of ethics. Completed and filed for both Eva and Ed.

Spring inspections. IRC was on site today beginning the work. We will have the full report by
the end this week. Once the report is in, we will review the report and prioritize all items. The
work will need to be addressed in phases, allowing us to go to tender asap on the high priority
items. Owner requests will be cross-referenced against the report from IRC. It was asked what
was out of scope? E.g., foundations, grading, steps, roof from above. Will these be included?
Anna said that yes, anything related to a full inspection will be included. Anna to double check
with IRC on these assumptions of what is within/out of scope. It was noted that going forward,
if there are board conditions, Anna should get these conditions waived or dealt with before
proceeding.

ACTION: Anna to check with IRC on what falls in/out of scope and let the board know.

Owner requests. This document was sent to the board. The board pointed out a few things (via
email) that were missing from the list. For an actual proper list, Anna will have to go through the
list, edit it, and mark off the things that have been completed; this complete list will be sent
next week. The board asked if Anna skimmed the list to identify more serious items (e.g.,
leaking roof)? Anna said no, she hasn’t had time. Anna said that Becky (CIPM office admin) has
gone through all of Sarah’s emails and added everything to the list. Anna will check with other
staff to see if any new requests have come in. The board asked how some of these items
weren’t on the list, i.e., did someone cross check the list? For example, 30A’s request about
patio stones was sent in June. Why was this missed? Was it labelled as solved? Mis-filed? It
was noted that the request was sent to the service email – Anna will ask Becky to check all
requests that were sent to the service email. Danielle will forward the email to Anna, as the
email includes the ticket number. Anna said that CIPM will reply to the ticket to at least let the
owner know that the email was received; acknowledge the request by the admin staff. Anna
will review the entire list first, and then, Anna will book a 30 min meeting with the board to
review it all together. One board member asked if there is an online request database that is
accessible to the board? Anna needs to verify this, as the admins handle the requests and only
send unresolved ones to Anna.  Anna will get back to us on this database.



ACTION: Anna to send a reviewed and complete owner request list next week (July 25-29).

ACTION: Anna to check with CIPM staff about new owner requests.

ACTION: Anna will ask Becky to check all requests that were sent to the service email.

ACTION: Danielle to send Anna the email from 30A about the patio stones (email includes
ticket number).

ACTION: Anna to schedule a 30 min meeting with the board to review owner requests.

ACTION: Anna to look into the request database, find out if the board can access it, and get
back to the board.

Light fixtures. Notice was approved for the delay. Board has heard positive comments from
residents.

Telecon. Anna has contacted Telecon, who said that she should contact Bell Telecon, where
she left a voicemail. Anna will continue to follow-up with them and hopes to get someone from
Telecon to come out to the property to discuss. It was noted that Telecon left their hoses
behind. Close to Ed’s unit, the Telecon crew also left four screws above ground, which is a
liability issue (Ed has a photo). Issues with Telecon include: DanCan invoice, Telecon left stones
behind, areas with insufficient grass seed, insufficient grading of soil in some areas, damaged
car plug posts (near condo office), stones and holes in the fences from lawn mowing (McCoy),
and the installation of CGI’s not flush to the ground as it should be (of note, there is one behind
50EC that is raised too high). It was noted that the damage to the car plug post is not only
visual, but also electrical, as the plug no longer works. Unfortunately, when repairing the car
plug post, Telecon created a cast and filled it with concrete to hold the pole up. However, the
cast was much wider than the original pole, and now, the pole does not match anything else in
the condominium. One board member noted that the focus should be to recover funds from
Telecon for the damage; then the board can discuss whether the pole should be replaced or
not. There is a larger conversation to be had on the value of the car plug posts.

ACTION: Defer discussion on car plug posts to email.

ACTION: Anna to continue following up with Telecon on all aforementioned items.

Power washing. Notice was sent for delay. The delay occurred because the contractor could
only do 2 blocks a day (instead of 3 blocks a day) because of the level of dirt and mold. The
board would like to follow-up with Jim from Gorilla to find out which units have been
completed, as some residents have removed their screens and might be anxious to put them
back in. Anna followed up with Jim at Gorilla to get dates for unit blocks.

ACTION: Anna to follow-up with Jim at Gorilla and get expected completion dates for blocks
that still need to be power washed.

Garden Coach report. Board to send a report and some comments from a former board
member to Anna. One board member suggested that this project should get pushed to next



year, as summer is coming to a close. The board would like to receive some quotes but noted
that this is a mid to low priority task to Anna. Anna to get quotes for the trees, also asking the
service providers to provide their input as well. The board would prefer that the service provider
provides and also plants the trees.

ACTION: Board to send Garden Coach report to Anna, as well as comments on the report from
a previous board member.

ACTION: Anna to get some quotes for the Garden Coach recommendations. Note this is a mid
to low priority task.

Unit 10EC Front step replacement. The board said that the steps look great and the owner is
very happy. Done.

Motorcycle request. Anna was asked for her opinion on the matter. Anna said that she didn’t
know much of the request and had followed up with the unit owner to get more info on the
distance that the bike would be walked. This was left with Anna.

ACTION: Once the unit owner replies with more info, Anna sends this to the board.

16A Notice re untidy rear yard. Danielle provided feedback on draft copy to CIPM. The board is
waiting on the revision before it goes out. Anna should be sending the updated notice to us by
tomorrow or Thursday. Anna will send it to the board for final approval.

ACTION: Anna to send updated notice to the board for approval.

Creating a set of rules. The board would like to contract this out to someone with knowledge
and experience to create a first draft. Essentially, we are looking for someone to look at a stack
of condo rules and distill it to a list that the board can review. Then, a lawyer could be hired to
review the proposed rules. Anna noted that she is unable to share the rules from other condos,
as it is confidential. A board member noted that Sarah provided us with another condo’s rules;
Anna confirmed that this should not have happened. Anna said that creating a new set of rules
is a task that belongs with a lawyer, as the lawyer would look through the governing docs
before coming up with a list of what rules would apply. The board can likely come up with a list
of rules from other condos, Sarah’s notes, etc. Anna thinks that the board should come up with
a list of rules (bbq, patio stones, vegetation, etc.). Then, we can look at drafting something,
which then goes to a lawyer. Anna will discuss with Dan and get back to us.

ACTION: Anna to discuss this with Dan and get back to the board.

2CM notice re garage door being left open. A notice was sent to the unit owner on July 19th.
Anna to send the board what was sent to the owner (notice was handled and sent by CIPM
admin).

ACTION: Anna to send a copy of the notice to the board.

6CC’s various requests. Anna asked the owner for more info about the request and hasn’t
heard back yet. Anna was looking for more context about the request; the board will send their



email exchange to Anna regarding these items. Anna had communicated the decision about
cameras to the owner. The owner’s priority was the AC unit and furnace (Anna responded to
this). Items still outstanding are the fireplace and front door locks.

ACTION: Board to forward email thread about these owner requests to Anna.

Tree pruning and hedge trimming. Added to the calendar. These don’t have to be done every
year but will be up for consideration each year. Anna creates an annual planner for all
properties that she manages. The board thinks that this might have been created and shared
by Sarah, as we saw one at the first board meeting but haven’t seen it since. Anna to look into
this.

ACTION: Anna to follow-up on the annual planner.

Metal fence on the front wall by the Tallwood/Centrepointe intersection. The claim has not been
filed yet, but it was noted that this definitely will fall under the insurance plan. Anna doesn’t
know the pricing yet. One board member noted that the still-standing fence is in rough shape,
and when we fix the one fence, we should likely also paint the other side of the fence. This will
help the new fence match the old fence. Anna will try to get the pricing soon, but she thinks
that the damages will be much greater than our deductible ($5,000). We should get a separate
quote from the same contractor on whatever will be needed to spruce up the other half of the
fence.

ACTION: Anna to get quotes on new fence and on fence refacing for existing fence.

Board owner portal. The one portal has three views: board view, tenant view, and owner view.
During the meeting, Danielle forwarded Anna an email from May 31st that was sent to Sarah;
this email included the board’s list of revisions for the portal. Anna will verify what parts of the
portal can be modified and what parts are seen by each view. The board asked if “everything
that should be there is there”? Anna said that is up to the board. It was agreed that the portal is
not ready yet and the board needs to decide what to post. Anna will send us an email on what
other corporations do and what the board needs to decide. Then, based on the board’s input,
she will update the portal accordingly.

ACTION: Anna to find out what elements of the portal can be modified and what parts of the
portal are seen by each view.

ACTION: Anna to send a list of possible documents to include in the portal; the board will
review and decide what to include.

Vacant Tidyman position. There are three (3) possible candidates. As one of the candidates is
Ed’s daughter, Ed recused himself from the vote and signed off the meeting temporarily. The
board voted and Clayton Ducharme was chosen. Danielle will follow-up with Clayton Ducharme
(24DC) and discuss terms and responsibilities. Anna will also send an email to Clayton
Ducharme. A board member noted that one of the responsibilities of the role could be to drop
some notices in mailboxes, if needed. The role will not be responsible for bringing garbage



cans from the curb to people’s homes. Clayton Ducharme will get a walk through with Ken to
learn the ropes. There will be a probationary period for the role.

ACTION: Danielle to contact Clayton Ducharme.

ACTION: Anna to contact Clayton Ducharme.

Fences. Anna forwarded a screenshot from Facebook (Susan Scruton and Heather Fair’s
neighbor) to Kevin from Masters to get a quote on repairing the fences. It was noted that Kevin
should already have a list from Scott and possibly Sarah about end posts that had fallen off.
Masters was to check all of the end posts, as there was an issue with the installation.

ACTION: Anna to get a quote from Masters on fence repair, as well as follow-up on Masters
fixing the end posts.

Audit. Laura (CIPM) has contacted the auditor.

CMG outstanding work orders. Anna will do this but hasn’t had time. This will be added to the
IRC report.

Signing authority. Anna has collected the information needed from Eva, and Eva will be added
as signing authority once Anna gets Dan to confirm with CondoWorks.

Email from Rita at 10CM. This will be folded into the tree plans from Garden Coach. Once a
board member has concerns about the proposed snow pileup location, as there is a hydrant
there. Anna will look into this regarding the snow and get back to Rita saying it is most likely to
not be approved. Anna’s assistant sends Anna a monthly update on owner correspondence,
what was answered and how.

ACTION: Anna to look into snow piles and hydrants. Anna will reply to Rita.

Director and manager reports

Financial report. Financials for June and May need to be approved. There were items in the
May financial report that Sarah unilaterally approved; the board has not seen these yet.
Someone at CIPM needs to speak to what Sarah had unilaterally approved. It was also noted
that the maintenance amount is running over budget; the board didn’t know about this. The
board will send Anna a list of questions pertaining to the May finances. Regarding the tree
removal, Anna doesn’t know if a quote was provided, let alone if a quote was sent to the board.
Danielle said that by the time she had assessed the situation, Sarah had already contacted a
crew and we were ninth in line, which meant we didn’t get a quote. However, for the stump
grinding and cleaning, the board never got a quote.

ACTION: Board to gather questions regarding May financials and send them to Anna.

Back to finance. Laura committed to adding a reserve statement going forward. Yawar has
produced an investment roadmap and will schedule a meeting to go over it. There is no huge
rush for this meeting but it needs to get scheduled. Seymour was prepared to approve May



financials, Danielle seconded, Eva and Ed approved as third and fourth. June financials are
waiting until next month.

ACTION: Board to schedule meeting with Yawar when the board is ready to review the
investment roadmap.

The June board meeting minutes were approved. Danielle moved, Seymour seconded.

Signage. This task is deferred at the moment, given the number of ongoing items.

ACTION: Anna to keep this item (signage) in the discussion section, to ensure it doesn’t drop
off the board’s radar.

Board candidate. The board would like to move forward with Debbie Cecil (Unit 5AC). Once
Debbie has been notified of the board’s approval, the board will send an email to owners as
well. Then, Anna has required notifications/documents to send out as well to advise owners of
the position being filled. Danielle asked Anna to wait on sending out her email until after the
board sends theirs.

ACTION: Danielle/Seymour to notify Debbie that she is approved to join the board.

ACTION: Danielle to send out an announcement regarding Debbie to the community, followed
by Anna’s notice.

It was mentioned that we will be posting something about Anna and Debbie to the CCC408
website. If Anna would like to provide a different photo, let the board know. However, nothing
will be updated on the website for about a month, as the web producer is away on vacation.

Danielle noted that BBQ social is being planned. Danielle will email the board with more info.

ACTION: Danielle to forward email about the BBQ to the board.

It was noted that new owners need to get a better set of rules, as some people are new to the
community and are not following the rules. The community likely needs a walk though soon
before it gets worse. Anna has a list of noted infractions. One board member spoke to a
resident about a parking issue (the person’s car was partially blocking the fire lane). Anna will
send out the welcome package to all unit owners as a friendly reminder. Another board
member mentioned that soccer people will drop off passengers at the path going to the park;
the board member spoke to a driver of a SUV that was recently speeding through the
community. Anna said that anything that has to do with speeding and noise complaints, we
need to file a complaint with bylaw. Then, the complaints are registered in the system and Anna
can request more active patrols in the neighborhood. Board members are urged not to
approach anyone directly; please report it to Anna and Anna will deal with it.

ACTION: Anna to re-send all unit owners the welcome package.

Visual inspection from CIPM. Anna has this on her action list. She will deal with the current list
and then do an inspection. Anna appreciated our support to report items that come up.



There was a quick discussion about the gardening group’s upcoming proposal on raised
garden beds. We will discuss this once we receive the proposal.

Styrofoam and cardboard from lights project. A Kijiji ad is live and there has been some
interest. Eva will continue to give items away but will start throwing out some of the styrofoam
on the next garbage day.

Next board meeting is August 31, 2022 at 6:30pm.

Danielle moved to adjourn the meeting.


